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Abstract. Let u be a subharmonic function of order X (0 < X < 1), and let

ms(.r, u) = {(1/2ot)/1„ \u(rew)\s d9Y's. We compare the growth of

ms(r, u) with that of the Riesz mass of « as measured by N(r, u) =

(1/27T) ri„w(re") dO. A typical result of this paper states that the fol-

lowing inequality is sharp:

ms(r, u) , •*

liül?f in—v < m'^ w

where ip\(6) = (wX/sin wX)cos X0.

The case i = 1 is due to Edrei and Fuchs, the case s = 2 is due to Miles

and Shea and the case 5 = oo is due to Valiron.

Introduction. Let / be a meromorphic function of finite order A and let

log M(r,f), T(r,f), N(r, 0), N(r, oo) be the basic functionals in Nevanlinna

theory associated with /. The problems of finding sharp asymptotic

inequalities for ratios of these functionals originated and were investigated by

Valiron [14], Polya, Nevanlinna and others.

Recently, Miles and Shea [10, p. 377] used Fourier series techniques to

obtain sharp bounds for an L2 version of these problems. They used their

result to get the best bounds yet in the L, case-very close to the conjectured

sharp bound for this still open problem due to Nevanlinna [11, p. 54]. When

the order of/is less than one the Nevanlinna problem was completely solved

by Edrei and Fuchs [5] and for entire functions of any finite order with zeroes

on a ray by Hellerstein and Williamson [8].

In this paper we consider an Ls (1 < s < oo) version of these problems:

Let a be a subharmonic function in the plane. Put

mÁr'u) = {¿ /\Hrei9)\sde) '> M

iV(r,«) = ¿ £ u(rei0)dd (2)
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and consider the following

Problem 1. Determine sharp upper bounds for

m.(r, u)
lim inf -£-f        (1 < s < oo) (3)

N(r,u)/•—»CO

where u is a subharmonic function of finite nonintegral order X.

Problem 2. Determine sharp lower bounds for

ms{r, u)

limJoUP  JnrTU) (1 < S < °°> (4)

where u is a subharmonic function whose Riesz mass is distributed along a ray

and whose order is finite.

By combining the methods of Edrei and Fuchs and Miles and Shea, I have

obtained a complete solution of Problem 1 for subharmonic functions of

order less than one, and for a class of A-subharmonic functions of order less

than one. I have also obtained a complete solution of Problem 2. For

functions of order greater than one, Problem 1 remains unsolved.

In concluding this introduction, I wish to express my sincere gratitude to

Professor Albert Edrei; most of the ideas in this paper were developed while I

was a student under his guidance. I am also grateful to the referee for various

suggestions and comments to improve this paper.

1. Summary and notation. Consider a function w = u — v, where u and o

are subharmonic in the plane and harmonic in a neighbourhood of the origin.

Let /i and v be the Riesz masses of u and u respectively, and let

n(t,u) = [      dn(a),       «(/, v) = [      dv{a). (1.1)
J\a\ < / J\a\ < /

Define N (r, • )by

N(r,-) = frn(t,')rldt (1.2)
•'o

and put

T(r) = T(r, w) - ^- f w+ {reiB) d0+ N(r, v). (1.3)

T(r) is called the characteristic of w; the order X and the lower order ¡i of w

are defined in terms of T(r) by:

log T(r)                              log T(r)
\ = lim sup  —:-,       u = lim inf  —;-. (1.4)

r-oo lOgr '-»oo log r

(This double use of the letter /x should not give rise to any confusion.)

Although T(r) as defined by (1.3) is not unique, it is an easy matter to

obtain a unique characteristic for the function w. Indeed, all that is needed is
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to be able to construct subharmonic functions u and v such that their Riesz

masses are respectively equal to the positive and negative parts of the

Riesz mass of w and then define the characteristic from this special represen-

tation W = M — V.

From now on we shall assume that this has been done. Thus under

consideration is a (5-subharmonic) function w = u — v where,

(i) u and v are subharmonic in the plane and harmonic in a neighbourhood

of the origin with w(0) = 0;

(ii) the Riesz mass /¿ of u equals the positive part of the Riesz mass of w,

and the Riesz mass v of v equals the negative part of the Riesz mass of w;

(iii) the order X of w is finite and nonintegral.

We denote by fy the class of all functions w satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii).

For w E ^D, define am by

w(z) = Re{ |   amzmj (1.5)

for z near 0.

Since the order X of w is finite, we may then write

w{z) « Re(/»(r)) + f        log|£(z/a, q)\ d¡i(a)
•/\a\<oo

-L \og\E(z/a,q)\dv(a); (1.6)
|o|<oo

where q = [X], p(z) =■ aqzq + ■ • • + <xxz, and E(x, q) is the Weierstrass

primary factor of genus q.

The characteristic of w as defined in (1.3) was introduced by Privaloff [12]

who also established the following:

(a) T(r, w) is a nondecreasing function of r;

(b) T(r, w) = o(log r) implies that vf is a constant;

(c) T(r, w) — O (log r) is a necessary and sufficient condition for w to have

the form

w{z) = j log\z — a\ dfi(a) - f \og\z - a\ dv(a) + constant

where the mass distributions fi and v are bounded.

The properties (a), (b) and (c) show that T(r) gives a great deal of

information about the function w and lead naturally to the consideration of

functions w of finite order defined by (1.4).

In order to state our results we use the notation fa(0) = nX csc trX cos(A0);

then we have

Theorem I. Let w G ^ be subharmonic of order X (0 < X < 1); then
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mJr, u)
lim inf  —j-f  < m,{$x)       (1 < s < oo). (1.7)

/■-»Co      N(r,u) ,v    '

This inequality is sharp.

Theorem 2. Let w E ty be subharmonic. If the Riesz mass of w is distributed

along a ray and if its order X is nonintegral, then

ms(r, u)
hmsup   Ni, u\   > m^¿       (1 < -s < oo). (1.8)

r—»oo ¿V (/, U)

This inequality is sharp.

Theorems 1 and 2 both hold true when w and \px are replaced by w+ and

\¡/x respectively. Also, both theorems hold true for w E 6Ù, (0 < X < 1)

satisfying the condition N (r, u) = TV (r, v); the result corresponding to

Theorem 2 requiring the additional assumption that the masses /i and v be

distributed along the negative and positive x-axes respectively. Since the

condition N(r, u) = N(r, v) is somewhat artificial we omit the proofs.

For a general A-subharmonic function the following result will follow easily

from theorems of Hardy and Littlewood [7]:

Theorem 3. Let w E ty be of nonintegral order X. Denote by {cm(r)} the

Fourier coefficients of w and put vv(z) = w(z) — "2l\m\<qcm(r)eimS. Then

liminf ̂ 4rr^ < <&) (L9)
/•-co A/(r) JVTA/

where N(r) = N(r, u) + N(r, v), q — [X], s = 2k, k = 1, 2, 3, . ..  and \px is

defined analogously to w. Furthermore (1.9) is sharp.

We point out that the proof of Theorem 2 carries over to higher dimensions

provided that appropriate restrictions are put on the index s. For example, if

u is subharmonic in Rm where m = 3 or 4, then an analogue of Theorem 2

may be obtained for the range 1 < s < 2.

2. Preliminary lemmas. Let w E ty and denote by cm(r) — cm(r, w) the

Fourier coefficients of w, i.e.,

cm{r) = ^-   T w{reiB)e-'m9d9. (2.1)
¿it  J—„

Using (1.6) it is possible to compute these coefficients [10], and one finds

that

-¡.w-|v"+¿ jL<f{(í)"-(?)"}*«
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for m > 1 and, for m > q + 1, also

243

'■<')-¿|i,(;)"*w-/H>r(ír*w

+LáI)"^-LÁ7)"H- (2J)
where q = [X] and X is the order of w.

For m < 0, cm(r) = c_m(r), and c0(/-) = 7Y(r, u) - N(r, v).

From (2.2) and (2.3) one easily obtains [10]

MOI < *(0.

MOI <5l«mkm + > jT {{r/if - (t/r)m}N(t) dt/t + N(r) (2.4)

1 < m < q, q ^ 0, and when m > <? + 1

MOI <{m{j\t/r)mN{t)dt/t+j\r/t)mN{t)dt/t}-N{r),

where N (r) = A7(r, h) + 7Y(r, ü).

Lemma 2.1. Let cm(r) be the Fourier coefficients of a function w E ty of

nonintegral order X. Then there exists a slowly varying function L, a sequence rn

increasing to infinity, and two absolute constants M and r0, such that

(a)

00

(c)

N(t) < txL{t) = A(t)    (0</<oo);

N(rn) = A(rn);

MOI
Air)

M
\m\ + 1

(r > r0).

Here slowly varying means that L is positive and satisfies

um L(or)/L(r) = 1

for every a > 0.

Lemma 2.2 [6]. Let there be given two functions <px(x) and <p2(x) defined on

the interval 0 < x < oo, with <p2(x) > 0. Let there also be given two numbers

X > 0 and e > 0 such that

(a) both of the integrals

«PiCOlr°°   I'm-*

•4   x°+
dx   and L

o   <¡P2(x)

,o+l
fi&C

converge for X < a < X + e, and the second integral diverges for o < X;

(b) there exists a function ^(z), holomorphic in \z — X\ < e and real for real

z, such that for X < o <X + s
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Jo     ra+l ¿o     ra+l

Then

«Pi (0 «Pi (O
lim sup —Tz > ¥(X) > lim inf —— .

r-»oo       <¡P2(0 r"*°°       <P2(0

Definition [2, p. 149]. Let g be a real valued integrable function on

[ - it, it]. The "star function" of g is defined by

g*(0) =  sup    f g      (0 < 9 < 77, \E\ = Lebesgue measure of E).
\E\~2B JE

Lemma 2.3 [2, p. 150]. For g, h E L,[ —w, it] the following statements are

equivalent.

(a) For every convex nondecreasing function $ on (— oo, oo)

r «fut*» ¿* < f* *(*(*)) «k.
(b) g*(0) < /i*(0)       (0 < 0 < tt).

Proof of Lemma 2.1. The existence of the function A(t) and the sequence

r„ is Theorem 16 of [9, p. 35]. The proof of (c) is given in [1]. We add here

that, since w is harmonic in a neighborhood of the origin (property (i) of the

class fy), N(t) = N(t, u) + N(t, v) vanishes in a neighborhood of the origin,

and so, we may and do take A(t) to be vanishing in the same neighborhood

of the origin.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let w E fy be subharmonic of order X (0 < X < 1),

and let N(r) = N(r, w). Then the order of N(r) is also equal to X. Let {/•„} be

the sequence increasing to infinity and satisfying parts (b) and (c) of Lemma

2.1. By part (c), there is a subsequence (which we also denote by {/•„}) and

numbers £m such that

cm(rn)

-Jf-j -**»<       (r« -* °°' a11 m)- (3-1 )

Clearly then £„ = 0(m-1), and so, by the Riesz-Fisher theorem, there is a

function <p E L^—m, it) such that

00

<K*)~    S     t.«'"*. (3-2)
m« —oo

If 1 < 5 < 2, then using the fact that the Ls( — tt, t¡) norm is a nondecreasing

function of s, together with Parseval's identity, (3.1) and part (c) of Lemma

2.1, we have
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lim sup _l r
2m  J_„

<rne«)

A(r„)

,»/*

-cp(0)\ d9

< lim sup \
g/»(Q
¿fa)

,21
1/2

-L = o. (3.3)

If 2 < s < oo, then applying the Hausdorff-Young theorem, (3.1), and

taking into account part (c) of Lemma 2.1 we obtain:

w(r„eie)
lim sup

/•»-»oo 2tt  J_„

< lim sup

A(r„)
-<p(0)

cOTfa)

A(r„)

d9

-L
i/s-

= 0; (3.4)

where \/s + \/s' = 1.

From (3.3), (3.4), Minkowski's inequality and part (b) of Lemma 2.1, we

conclude:

ms{rn, w)

Ä        N<r„)     = mM     (1 < S < °°);

ms(r„,w+)

and

lim
/•„-> oo

lim
/•„-» 00

#fa)
= ms(cp+)    (\<s< oo);

(3.5)

(3.6)

-L   f
2ti h.

w(V)
A(r„)

-<p(0) d9

\/s

= 0 (3.7)

for any measurable set E (c [ — it, tt]) and any s (1 < s < oo).

It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that Theorem 1 will be established if we

show that

and

^(<P+) < »iWO

^(1*1) < w,(M).

(3.8)

(3.9)

Proof of (3.8). Let £ c [-it, tt] be a Lebesgue measurable set of measure

2ß (0 < ß < tt). From (3.7) we have
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~    f <p(9)d9=  lim    —j— • -
2tt JE*y  ' i-.-.«   A(r„)     2tt  je

l- f w{rneiB)d9. (3.10)

To estimate the right-hand side of (3.10) we follow the well-established

methods of Edrei and Fuchs [5]:

Since the function log|l + re'9/|a|| is an even function of 9 which decrea-

ses steadily as 9 varies from 0 to tt, we have [3, p. 15],

±-   flogll-^   d9<±   fßlog
2tt JE     \ a tt J0

1 +
re

d9.

Using this in (1.6) with q = 0 and dv{a) = 0, we deduce

r*-   f w(rei0) d9<[        d[i(a) ±   fß log
2tT    JE J\a\«*> TT    J0

= r N(t)P(t,r,ß)dt
Jo

1 +
re'

dO

(3.11)

where P(t, r, ß) = r sin ß/(t2 + 2tr cos ß + r2), 0 < ß < it.

Using parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2.1 and properties of proximate orders

we deduce from (3.10) and (3.11), that

s J>> d9 < lim

= lim
/•-»oo

-^ J"A(t)P(t,rn,ß)dt

-^ J"A(t)P(t,r,ß)dt

sin A/3        l     fß

sinwA
■¿[> ¿0. (3.12)

In view of the definition of the star function and the fact that \px decreases

steadily from 0 to tt, (3.12) implies

<P*(ß)<tt(ß),       0<ß<TT. (3.13)

It is easily seen that (3.13) remains true for ß = 0 and ß = tt; thus, applying

Lemma 2.2 with g = <p, h = \¡/x and <î>(x) = (max(x, 0)/ we see that (3.8) is

an immediate consequence of (3.13).

Proof of (3.9). The proof of (3.9) will be along the same lines as the proof

of (3.8) but a little extra care is needed.

Let E c [ — tt, tt] be a Lebesgue measurable set of measure 2/3 (0 < ß <

tt). Put Et = £,(/•) = {9 EE: w(rei$) > 0}, E2 = E2(r) = {9 E E: w(re">)

< 0}, and 2yS,(r) = |£,|, 2ß2(r) = \E2\. Thus 0,(r) + ß2(r) = ß for all r.

Again from (3.7) we have

± fE M0)¡ äS -Jta   -jl_ - JL /J»,(V»)| *        (3,4)
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Now we write fE\w(rew)\ d9 = jEw(reie) d9 - fEw(rei9) d9 and follow the

same steps that led to (3.11). At one point we need to use the fact that

h LrXogi -
re <X-   P-log

TT    Jo

= -log+(r/|a|) + I   r_Älog
TT    Jo

1   +
re

d9,

and we are led to

¿   f \w(rei9)\ d9 < (X N(t)P(t, r, ßx (/•)) dt- N(r)
LTT    JE' ' J0

roo

+        N(t)P(t,r,TT- ß2(r))dt. (3.15)
•'o

It is our intention to set r = rn, but before doing so we select (if necessary)

subsequences and assume that ßx(rn) -> /?„ ß2(rn) -» ß2. We shall also assume

that ßx > 0, ß2 > 0, so that for large n, 0 < ßx(rn) < tt, 0 < ß2(r„) < tt and

of course, /?,(/•„) + ß2(rn) = ß. Now in (3.15) putting r = r„ and taking

account of (3.14) and properties of proximate orders we are led to the

following inequality:

¿ fW(9)\ d9

^^i^U^im^.ßM)

+ P(t,rn,TT-ß2(rn)))dt-A(rn)]i

sin Xßx      sin X(tt - ß2 )

sin ttX sin ttX

-i fß,U6)d0+l   rß2M0)d9-\
TT    Jq TT    Jq

= if^)j-^ r U0)d9
TT    Jq TT    Jv~ß2

<i   (ßl\M0)\d9+lf     \Uß)\d9
TT    J0 TT J7r-ß2

<^    \^\*(ßl  + ß2) =  ^    M*(ß).

From (3.16) follows that

\<p\*(ß)<\tx\*(ß)>     o<ß<TT.

(3.16)

(3.17)
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The inequality (3.17) was established under the assumption ßxß2 ¥= 0. If

ß2 = 0, then it is possible to have ß2(r„) = 0 for infinitely many values of n.

In this case /?,(r„) = ß, (l/2TT)JE\w(r„eie)\ dB = {\/lv)! Ep{rHe*) d9 and

then (3.17) follows from (3.13).
If /?, = 0 and ßx(r„) = 0 for infinitely many values of n, then

±JEHrne»)\d0 = ±JE-w(rne*)d0

= -A(rn) + ± fEiW(rne»)d0

< -A(rn)+rN(t)P(t,r„,TT-ß)dt.
Jo

This gives

¿ j>wi« < -> + ¿ £''«»>*- -1 /;_/»(») «
which is only possible if \ < X < 1 in which case it again leads to |<p|*(;6) <

i-Kim
The validity of (3.17) for ß = 0 is trivial; also, since for all g > 0, g is

increasing and convex, it follows from inequality (3.17) that |<p|*(7r) <

WOO
Applying Lemma 2.3 with g — \<p\, h = \$x\ and <I>(x) = (max(x, 0))s, (3.9)

follows immediately from (3.17).

4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let w E ^D be subharmonic of nonintegral order X

and assume that the Riesz mass of w is distributed along the negative real

axis. In this case the Fourier coefficients ym(r) of w are given by:

(-If
(-1)7.(0 = -amr"

♦K{(í)"-(í)>w*+*w   <41)

where 1 < m < q, q ¥= 0 and q = [\]; and

(-.>^-»w-f{/;(^of+n if"<->?}
(m > ? + 1).  (4.2)

A result of Edrei and Fuchs [4, p. 308] implies that functions w satisfying the

hypothesis of Theorem 2, also satisfy

r" = o(T(r,w))       (r->oo). (4.3)
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From (4.3) follows easily that

rq = o(ms(r, w)),       rq = o(ms(r, w+))       (1 < s < oo, r -> oo) (4.4)

and (4.4) together with some standard computations implies that we may

assume, in the proof of Theorem 2, that am = 0 for 1 < m < q. From now on

we make this assumption.

Let a be any real number satisfying X < a < q + 1. Then a simple

integration by parts of (4.1) and (4.2) gives:

.oo  Ym(r) (-l)V    r  N(r)
l   ~7^ dr= V-nT2 i   7^* (4-5)

from which follows

/.oo  w(reie) rco  N(r)

where N(r) = N(r, w) and ~tt < 9 < tt.

Let i be a real number satisfying 1 < s < oo (the case s = 1 is well known)

and let s' be the index conjugate to s, i.e., \/s' + l/s = 1. Let g(0) be a

real-valued function, continuous on [ — tt, tt] and such that

From (4.6) we calculate

L
» o^^r-.wi«*)^)*

o /-°+I
¿r

/  1     n \ r00 ^(0

-(¿/_/.(^(»)*)j¡; 7¿f^
,oo  tf(r)

The continuity of g(9) ensures that ^(0) = ^(a; g) is holomorphic in a

sufficiently small neighbourhood of X. All the other conditions of Lemma 2.2

are satisfied and so

lim sup  j^-r ■ JL £ *(/**)*(*) d»> *(\). (4.9)

Minkowski's inequality, (4.7) and (4.9) give

ms(r, w)

lim sup      vf a     > *(X) = *(X; g) (4-10)

valid for  any continuous  function g(9)  that  satisfies  (4.7).  Since  the
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continuous functions are dense in Ls{- tt, tt] we conclude from (4.10) that

ms(r, w)
limsup      VM      >   SUP     l*vVs)l = ™.0M (4-11)

and the proof of (1.8) is complete.

Now let g{9) be a real-valued function, continuous and nonnegative on

[-tt,tt] and satisfying (4.7). Let Ex = {9: \px(9) > 0}. From (4.6) we calcu-

late

rco   (l/2ff)/rAW(«»)g(ö)^

/      -— — dr
Jo „o+l

»(.')

,oo  AT(r)

-*(a)/o     ^*.

From (4.12) and Lemma 2.2 we obtain

liffi.SooUP  Win   ^ L <rei9)^)d9 > *(A).

dr

(4.12)

(4.13)

Since

±-   f  *(#*»)*(*) <#<T"   f  w+(rei9)g(9)d9
¿TT    JEx ITT    JEx

1/i

we conclude from (4.13) that

ms(r, w+)

1Ím.SooUP       N(r)       > *(X) = *(A; g) (4.14)

valid for any continuous nonnegative function g(9) that satisfies (4.7). Re-

calling the definition of Ex we deduce

ms(r, w+)

1Ím.SooUP    ~ÑW   > mM"]

and the proof of Theorem 2 is completed.

5. Proof of Theorem 3. Let w E ^D be of nonintegral order X and let

N(r) = N(r, u) + N(r, v). Let r„ be the sequence of Lemma 2.1 relative to

N(r); then there exist numbers £m such that for a subsequence of r„ (also

denoted by rn)
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cm(rn)
—— -* im       (all m, rn -> oo) (5.1)

and 4, - 0(m-1) and |£J < A2/|X2 - m2\.

Now if we let <p{9) ~ 2£_ _«£,«*"• and <p(0) = <p(9) - ^<qtmeimB then

it follows that, as in the previous theorem,

*fa*")      .,,,-<p(0)lim   •{ —   f
/•»-»oo       277    ./_.. tffa)

<# = 0       (1 < s < oo), (5.2)

which in turn implies that

lim
1

tffa) ™,fa> w) = ms(y). (5.3)

If s is a positive even integer, then a result of Hardy and Littlewood [7]

together with |£J < X2/{m2 - X2) (m > q + 1) gives

ms(y) < ms eimB    - *,(&).

,H>?+i   fn2-X2

This completes the proof of (1.9).

Remarks. (1) Let « be subharmonic of nonintegral order X with its Riesz

mass distributed regularly along the negative x-axis, i.e., N(r)~rxL(r) for

some slowly varying function L. It can be shown [1] then, that the Fourier

coefficients {cm(r)} of u satisfy

<U0

which implies that

u(rei9)

(-l)mX2   x
rxL(r)

X2-m2

lim
/•-»oo

and also

lim
/■-»oo

_L f
2tt  J_,

iff   J_w

*(0

m (re'9)

*(0

■**(*)dB

l/s

= 0       (1 < s < oo )

"&(*) «SÜ9

\/s

= 0       (1 < í < oo).

This establishes the sharpness of Theorems 1, 2 and 3.

(2) We wish to note the work of Hayman [15] for the case s — 1 and

dimensions m > 2, as well as Gariepy and Lewis [16] for space analogues of

some theorems on meromorphic functions.
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